
Japanese Virtual Observatory III
- Three Scientific Use Cases utilizing Virtual Observatory -

  We, Japanese Virtual Observatory (JVO) team, annually 
have a series of intensive lecture courses concerning 
Virtual Observatory (VO) for both graduate students and 
professional astronomers. As one of new efforts to 
enhance our courses, we prepared following three 
practical use cases and completed them together with the 
students in this year:

1) measurement of equivalent widths of absorption
           lines in spectral data of a star, which were obtained

    with Subaru/HDS and are available on VO, and esti-
    mation of the abundance,
2) measurement of AGN and galaxy clustering utilizing
    an AGN and the UKIDSS catalog as an introduction 

 into estimation of the mass of a dark matter halo,
3) search for buried AGN candidates utilizing the

 2XMMi catalog and software development for
 smooth cooperation between VO and the external
 databases in order to obtain much more informa-
 tion about the candidates.
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Me!Me!

““Write once, run anywhere.”Write once, run anywhere.”
No Kidding!No Kidding!

  Most VO tools are developed in Java language, because it 
advocates “write once, run anywhere”, that is, VO tools 
should be independent of operating systems. But they are 
empirically affected by subtle differences between user 
environments. Additionally, we also have to use other 
software to accomplish real work.
  Considering these things, this time we provided a virtual 
machine image, which contained essential VO tools, ROOT 
(a statistical analysis tool), HEAsoft (X-ray data process and 
analysis tools), and some shell scripts, based on Lubuntu, a 
derivation of Ubuntu Linux.
  The VM image helped our lessons flow very smoothly.

  VO tools currently cannot suit all your demands, but, in some cases, 
you can implement your desired functionality into existent VO tools with 
a little programming skill. In the buried AGN searching course, I 
explained how to connect TOPCAT to NASA/IPAC Extragalactic 
Database (NED) directly, as a example of such extensions.
  NED has a ConeSearch-like query language, and an URL access of

http://nedwww.ipac.caltech.edu/cgi-bin/nph-objsearch?
search_type=Near+Position+Search&
in_csys=Equatorial&
in_equinox=J2000.0&
lon=233.73798d&
lat=23.50319d&radius=1.0&
out_csys=Equatorial&
out_equinox=J2000.0&
of=xml_main

gives search results in a (R.A., Dec., Radius) = (233.73798d, 23.50319d, 
1.0m) circular region in the VO table format. If you apply this rule to a 
user defined function, you will directly obtain images, SEDs, and 
publication lists from NED in TOPCAT.

JVO is now on the next stage!
  In National Astronomical Observatory of Japan, JVO is now developing a 
new system in collaboration with ALMA Team. It will be unveiled in the 
next assembly of Astronomical Society of Japan held in Japan, and the 
Astronomical Data Analysis Software and Systems XXII conference held in 
Illinois. But if you cannot wait the conferences, let's have a private talk 
with me!
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